
The new voice for 
health and safety
Audio signs are interactive ‘talking’ 
signs which use visual information 
and sound to deliver your messages 
more effectively. Now we’re talking...

Features
Audio signs deliver a 
spoken message or a 
warning alarm sound 
when people approach. 
They deliver clear 
and concise warning 
messages in dark 
conditions or when 
lighting is very poor.

Automatic operation
Audio signs automatically 
sense when a person is 
nearby and only play their 
messages when someone 
is within range. The signs 
continue to deliver their 
sound messages in dark 
conditions.

Performance
Signs which use additional 
talking messages are 
six times more effective 
than conventional safety 
signs that only use ‘text 
and graphics’ visual 
information.

Simple to use
Ease of use was priority 
during development. 
Simply turn on, set high 
or low volume and let 
your Audio Sign do the 
rest. It couldn’t be easier.

Versatility
An audio sign can be 
used to play a single 
message in multiple 
languages or to play 
a variety of different 
sound messages.

Simple to install
Battery powered, no 
wiring required. No 
special tools needed 
when installing. Mains 
power capability for use 
in the busiest locations.

NFC (optional)
Near Field 
Communication. This 
advanced contactless 
technology enables 
an audio sign to 
communicate a wealth of 
additional information via 
a smartphone’s display.

Audio signs are the innovative solution to tackle the issue of sign blindness and 
to improve safety, health and environmental outcomes in the workplace and 
public spaces. Audio signs reinforce the text and graphical information used on 
conventional signs. When sound and visual information are used together, a sign 
becomes six times more effective than one only using visual information.
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Applications
Mandatory instructions, hazard warnings, 
prohibition notices and information signs are vital 
tools in the Safety, Health and Environmental 
industries. 

Audio signs communicate SHE messages more effectively 
than conventional signs and improve awareness. The 
benefits of audible signs are also significant outside the 
SHE industry sector; applications include messages for 
the visually impaired, manufacturing instructions, security 
signs, public information notices, exhibition displays, sales 
& marketing media. The limit is your imagination.

We can supply signs with standard health, safety and 
environmental messages but we also specialise in 
producing bespoke signs which can directly target any 
hazard. Signs can be branded with your company logo 
or imagery. Audio signs are ideal for raising awreness 
regarding the risks associated with the Covid pandemic. 
Get in touch and let us know what you need.

At Signsinc we focus absolutely on customer satisfaction. 
We work continuously to increase our knowledge, value, 
choice and service. We invest in our people, and build 
truly involved teams. We are passionate about customer 
relationships. We think and commit long-term.

Tel: 021 2355007 (Mon-Fri: 8.30 to 17.30)

Email: info@signsinc.eu

www.signsinc.eu

Talk to us NOW to learn more about how 
Audio Signs can transform your business.
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1  Sign fixing area
2  Mounting hole (x4)
3  Rubber cover (over 

power/volume switch)
4  PIR sensor
5  Micro-USB power inlet
6  Mode change button
7  File change button
8  Speaker grille

Sign dimensions:
387mm high 
253mm wide
33mm deep

Easy installation
Audio signs are unique sign boards for displaying 
visual sign information accompanied by pre-
recorded audible sound messages. Audio signs 
have many applications including health and safety 
warnings including covid-19 restrictions, visitor 
information and directional help.

Audio signs are generally wall mounted, but can be used 
free-standing on a stable surface or fixed to a ceiling if 
required. They can be installed with basic hand tools. 
A cable/pipe finder, a cordless drill with bits and a 
screwdriver to match your choice of wall-fixings are all 
that should be necessary.

An outdoor weatherproof version is also available.
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